This month we went on the road! Drove for 9 hours to one of the most remote areas of Primorsky region--Kavalyerovo!

Over 200 souls were saved in a summer camp and a local orphanage for children of the region.

The sweetness and purity of the local people amidst an outstanding sight of God’s beautiful creation created an excellent mix for a fruitful and unforgettable trip into one of the most remote areas in our region, which we ventured for the first time!

Dave, Francis, Nana and Activated Members: Yana, Julia & Olia

Children in a summer camp that we visited and witness for 2 days!
First traveling in our comfortable van, later being transported by a 50 year old bus that, believe it or not, was able to drive over rocky roads and through lakes, the spirit of the Lord went with us and filled the hungry hearts of the hundred of kids to whom we were able to witness and give a sample of the Lord’s love.

It was a wonderful experience for our potential disciples and our own lives and children! Thanks to all of you who make it possible for us to stay here and minister in such remote places and to preach the Gospel to the ends of the earth!

Kids from the local orphanage got beautifully saved and their lives restored in faith and love!

Special request! Summer is the best time to reach the lost and August and September are the best months of the year. This year we want to go on the road
as much as we can and reach as many as we can. Please: Help! Please send donations to help with car repairs, gas and supplies for the kids we witness and help! Send it today! Tomorrow will be too late!

Thanks to all of you that made it possible for us to stay and minister in Russia one more month! We love you! And thanks to the Lord and power of the Keys!!

We hope you remember us and pray for us…..WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Don’t forget us! We need you and we pray for you too!
Write us! Do you want to receive the NL of our Foundation? Request it at:
Helpinghands@helpinghands-vlad.org (open messages only, the NL is quite GP)

Do you want to have a part in a reaping of souls and the training of the soul savers? Send a donation in your next report, designated to the

ACTIVATED National Church in Vladivostok.
Home Number RU020 Violet.

Or deposit directly to:
Bank of America
California checking account # 19431-02004
To: Victor M Landivar T
For wire or electronic transfers use routing # 1210-00358

We love you and pray that this note will find you safe in the arms of Jesus and safe in His gentle rest, where no fears can alarm us, where our souls can find sweet rest.

Much love forever and ever!